competition-diffusion system, where populations of healthy and ill cells compete and move on a neutral matrix, is analyzed. A coupled system of nonlinear parabolic equations is derived through a scaling procedure from the microscopic, Markovian dynamics. The space dependent solutions show a behavior markedly different from the associated ODE system. For a large class of initial conditions, the asymptotic behavior of the system can be described through the analysis of associated travelling waves.
INTRODUCTION
Competing growth models are relevant in various fields such as chemical reactions, population dynamics, tumoral growth, etc. Basic ingredients consist in local evolution rules for the various competing components and the aim is the analysis of the resulting spatio-temporal large scale behavior.
However, most models studied so far elaborate either on an effective macroscopic reaction-diffusion type of evolution, or stay on a microscopic scale. The aim of this paper is to introduce in this field the approach of interacting particle systems with hydrodynamic limits, which allows to properly close the gap in some sense between the two approaches, by relating in a rigorous way the microscopic evolution of a stochastic model with its large scale, continuum description.
Here, we introduce a two-species stochastic model, inspired from a recent work of Galam et al. [l] , in which the "healthy" and "ill" "cells" evolve on a lattice.
A number oi important features will be missed for a more realistic description of tumoral growth, which we hope to cope with in future work. in spite of additional mathematical difficulties. We describe apoptosis, mitosis, and exchange between healthy and ill state, as a function of local environment Cell mobility is also introduced for both species, and it, is then enhanced in such CL way that. I):$ a suitable space-time scaling, the late stage large scale behavior is given by a continuous modei of reaction (competition)---diffusion type controlling the densities of t,he two species. Tysing t lm scheme, we study the possible growth of a macroscopic tumor, and the way t.his may happen:
In Section 2, we define the microscopic model as a continuous time Markov process On Z' configurations are given by specifying the occupation number 'V(X) on each site 2: correspondmg to void (V(X) = 0) or occupation by a healthy (V(X) = 1) or a cancerous (,rl(n.) 7 1 I voll 'I'lh influence of the neighbors on the changes of state in a given occupied site follows a madorrty i Iuir wit,h a bias towards recovery; other terms describe spontaneous transitions from healt,h t.o illn~~.,~.
the proliferation in presence of vacancies, and cellular death.
In Section 3: we describe the hydrodynamic limit procedure and exhibit, the rt?actioli-ril~l~~~rlJrl system for the two densities p-1 and pr of ill and healthy cells (the density of va,cancies is related I a the others through volume conservation). Reaction terms are related to the microscopic t ransitiiin rates. We also make clear in which terms this continuous system controls r-he late-stage large-St ale evolution of the microscopic model.
In Section 4, we first analyze the related ordinary differentiai equations system and determine. For a large class of initial data, the evolution of the system will be determined b!, a travelling wave solution which describes in the long run the filling up of the void space by :i "living tissue" with fixed mean density.
On the other hand, starting from an initial condition with this stationary density, the further relative evolution of the two densities pi and 6' 1 reducer to a bistable equation.
Then, combining both types of asymptotic evolutions, it is possible to
give some hints about the global evolution for the coupled system by comparing the velocities of the two kinds of travelling waves. For some range of parameters, we get, a model iu whicfl growing tissues are much sensitive to illness, but a further growth of tumors is inhibit,ed ii1 t 1~ presence of healthy parts.
MICROSCOPIC MODEL: DEFINITIONS AND FIRST PROPERTIES
In this section, we set up our microscopic model of competition-diffusion aiming at mathematical simplicity rather than considering a detailed biological description. However: we hope that this rather crude approach has still some relevance in this field and could be developed by introducing a more realistic description, at the expense of introducing additional mathematical difficulties .
We describe the system as a two-dimensional array, each point having three possible states:
empty or occupied by a healthy or cancerous cell, to which we associate a label O,l, or -1, respectively. Hence, the state space is X = {-l,O, 1)". The evolution will correspond to an interacting particle system, namely a Markov process (~)~zc on X of semi-group P," and infinitesimal generator LN, described below. The general construction and properties of interacting particle system are given in [4] . The generator has two parts
The exchange part LO is accelerated by a factor N2 in order to lead to finite diffusion after resealing, and consists of a constant rate exchange of labels between neighboring sites (two sites x, y are neighbors if their Euclidean distance is 1, denoted by y N x, and q"vY is configuration 7
with the states of sites x and y exchanged). The evolution induced by LO is called a stir&g in the particle system terminology (see [4, 5] ).
In order to write down in a concise form the reaction part of the generator L,, we introduce the following notations.
For all i, j in { -1, 0, l}, and all x in Z2, we define an operator S$j : X + X such that for each configuration 77 E X if y = x and q(x) = i,
We also define, for all E in { -1, l}, and all x E iZ2, a function VF : X -+ N which associates to each configuration r] the number of particles of type E on the neighboring sites of x KfE(?7) = c l{,(y)=,}.
(2.4)
The reactive term in the generator thus reads,
The first and third terms correspond, respectively, to spontaneous illness and death, and are independent of the neighboring cells, the second term corresponds to birth by cellular division and is taken proportional to the number of neighboring sites occupied by a given type of cells (health or illness are supposed transmitted to newborn cells). The remaining terms are transitions between healthy and ill cells induced by the environment: the fourth assumes that a majorityrule holds and that a cell changes state if at least three neighbors (out of four) have the opposit,t label; the fifth states that in case of an equal number of healthy and ill neighbors, the transition rate is of the same order but with some advantage for recovery (for 3 < l/2). These last t,wo terms correspond to a nonlinear voter model in the particle systems language (see [4-G]).
Of course, the particular form of these terms does not really matters. as they are OJWsimplification of real mechanisms; for instance! the existence of so simple mechanism for rrtcovr~r~~ might be certainly questioned, but this possibility has t)o be implemented in some way in order to guarantee a correct behavior.
The process (~)~>c has the trivial invariant measure d-1, the Dirac mass concentrated on the configuration _1, with -l(z) = --I, V'z E Z". In fact, we will present in Section 4 results on equations (E), both in equilibrium and nonequilibrium, the latter being required by the analysis of tumoral growth. A very import.ant feature is that homogeneous and inhomogeneous solutions may have a very different behavior, which shows that the large scale limit must be taken with care and ,justifies in some sense our approach.
In our model, the origin of this differentiated behavior lies in the competition illness and induced recovery.
In view of next section, we introduce a reference product measure) v,.
change part of the dynamics. defined through its marginals Ua{V(X) = l} = 01.
V,{7/(5) = -1) = o-1, v,{rl(z) = 0) = cro=l-or-a-1.
We need also to introduce the adjoint operator LF of L, in L"(v,).
bet,ween spontaneous reversible for the es- 
HYDRODYNAMIC LIMIT
In this section, we derive the hydrodynamic limit for the model introduced in Section 2. In order to extract a macroscopic behavior from a microscopic description, we rescale space by N?
and take the limit N --f co. In this way, the exchange part of the microscopic dynamics leads to a finite diffusion constant and any fixed bounded macroscopic region contains a very large number of microscopic sites, infinite in the limit. Technically, we prove that the empirical measures for 
The equation for po(t, .), t E [O,T] is supplemented
by the conservation relation, po(t, .) =
-P-1(& .I -/a(& .).
We use the so-called relative entropy method, introduced in [8] , and explained for instance in [9-111, but for models different from ours. We will just indicate the relevant estimates for our model, that differ from the usual ones, and refer to literature for full proofs.
We proceed in two steps: first consider the evolution in finite volume, where the relative entropy method applies, then extend the result to infinite volume (this last step was introduced in [12] ).
We thus define a family of processes (#)t20 of finite-state spaces XN = { -1, 0, l}"k It means that, in the generator, the sums are taken now on sites x E Z&, we will denote the finite-volume quantities with a superscript N. We have to prove
N+m o<t<~ N2 7 (3.6) --which induces the hydrodynamic limit, by a large deviations estimate. In (3.6), we need the densities to be strictly positive, so we replace p.(t, .) by p.(t, .) + E, and end by letting E --) 0.
To derive (3.6), we bound the entropy production [9, Lemma VI.1.41
where $J,N (t) is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v,":(t) with respect to v;>
@N(t) =
We estimate separately the two terms depending on $N(t) iu the right-hand side of i ii.7
1-I QN (t)
N2Liyp(t) -A@(t) $ i:i.ti) and
&{L:gN(t)-&A)p'(tj).
by using that p.(t, .) (defined on the unit torus in two dimensions in this first part) solves \E) with appropriate periodic boundary conditions, and proving the so-called "one-block estimate"
which allows us to replace quantities involving the empirical measures by their expected valurs
We conclude by Gronwall's lemma.
To go to infinite volume, we introduce the spec$c entropy of p with respect to a reference measure v (both on X)
where Hn[pn 1 vn] is the relative entropy in the finite volume {--IL, II}" of the respect,ivii restrictions of /1 and v to that volume (B > 0 is a parameter). To Provo an analog of (3.6) for (3.10), we use the result in finite volume, couplings, and the fact that the solution of (E) ill finite volume approximates the solution in infinite volume, due to regularity (we refer to 1131)
MACROSCOPIC BEHAVIOR
In this section, we analyze the behavior of the system of partial differential equat,ions [E,)
which have been shown to control the macroscopic evolution of the stochastic model. We present some general properties of this system and emphasize the difference between the behaviors oi' homogeneous and nonhomogeneous solutions. We first rewrite the partial differential equations in a convenient way m term of thr txrai density p = p1 + p-1 and "healthy index" ) h I= p1 -p-1. By volume conservation. only two equations are independent, and the system (E) is equivalent to
&h-Ah-p(p+h)+q(P-p)h++,::)p(p'-/# -t ;ph(4 -3~) (p" -h") .
where we introduced p = 1 -r/q. Equation (4.1) depends only on the concentration and describes a tendency for the systt~n ti) reach a homogeneous equilibrium density p.
We first consider solutions homogeneous in space, in which case the above system reduces to a pair of ordinary differential equations, and is well defined in a triangular shaped domain Here, it is useful to introduce the relative composition defined for p # 0 as the ratio X = h/p and the associated system of ordinary differential equations in ( The behavior of the system can be analyzed by studying the set N = {(p, A) : FJ+ = 0} which is almost sufficient to determine the basin of attraction for the two locally stable stationary points (see Figure 1 ). In particular, one can prove that for small enough initial values of the density p < R(p), with R(p) # 0 for p > 0, the system is attracted by the fully ill state (p, -l), while the "healthy" stationary state is reached only for suitable initial composition. Thus, in the spatially homogeneous case, a small amount of living tissue evolves toward the fully ill state. Let us now consider the system (E) with initial data nonhomogeneous in only one spatial variable IC E R. We first observe that, (4.1) is a KPP equation, for which a step-like initial datum evolves towards a travelling wave solution with the "minimal" speed c, = 2&F [2,3]. The travelling wave describes the spreading of the stable state (of density p) at constant speed. Also a "blob" of positive density, i.e., an initial datum with compact but large enough support evolves as a pair of diverging travelling waves: the "living tissue", irrespective of its initial composition. spreads into the matrix at constant speed c,.
The relevant question concerns the evolution of the composition of this ',living tissue 'l'he simplest illustrative case can be described as follows: suppose that the initial state consist,s m a finite region of ill tissue around the origin, surrounded by a completely healthy region at, density p.
i.e., P(O,Z) = P. Cl$(h) h as t wo stable critical points at h*, and the reduced system (4.6) also admits travelling wave solutions, h(t, z) = N(J_z -Et), where H is solution of,
H" + EH' + t&H) = 0,

H(FCXI) = hi. i4.S)
where an expression for E is, In the range of parameters (4.3), we have 1.4.10) the velocity C has a positive sign and the healthy state spreads at the expense of the ill one (which may eventually disappear).
Furthermore, using a slightly more elaborated analysis and comparison theorem, one can shou that there will be no spreading of illness in newly grown regions provided that 2 > c,. In this way, we are able to show an unexpected behavior, passing from the space-homogeneous case to the space-dependent one. In fact, this feature is very relevant in all biomathematical modelling of competing/spreading of population: in this case it has clear relevance for the long-time behavior of the system. Finally, we have to add that this model may be improved in several aspects, for instance by considering a different mobility for healthy and ill cells, by introducing more general competition rules between cells or adding other limiting factors such as nutrient densities, etc..
. However, we think that, in spite of several simplifications, this model is able to capture some qualitative aspects of the problem.
